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We have continued to see an 
acceleration of de-risking activity 
by pension plans since the EU 
referendum. This has been driven 
by improved buy-in pricing and 
an increased desire to lock down 
pension risk. 

Charlie Finch  
Partner

2016 is the third year in a row in which pension  
buy-ins and buy-outs by UK pension plans have 
exceeded £10bn, pushed over by the £1.2bn  
buy-in by Phoenix Life with its own pension plan.

Since the EU referendum pensioner buy-in pricing 
has been at its most favourable level for over five 
years relative to holding gilts. This is driven by 
attractive asset opportunities available to insurers.

Looking forward, 2017 remains on track to set a 
new record of over £15bn of business. Insurers 
are reporting strong pipelines. We expect buy-in 
and buy-out volumes for the first half of 2017 to 
significantly exceed those in the first half of 2016, 
now that Solvency II has bedded down.

Last month, Canada Life wrote a £250m  
buy-in with Cancer Research UK, the largest 2017 
transaction announced so far and marking their 
entry into the mid-sized pensioner buy-in market.  

https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/c/charlie-finch/
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2016: Facts and figures

The final 2016 volumes have now been confirmed by insurers 
in their full year results. Pension buy-ins and buy-outs by UK 
pension plans totalled £10.2bn, marking the third year in a 
row that volumes exceeded £10bn.

Our viewpoint

Largest volume 
insured by single 
pension plan

Largest single 
transaction

Largest buy-out 

Record number of  
mid-sized deals between 
£100m and £1,000m

£2.7bn

£1.2bn £1.1bn

22

ICI Pension Fund 
Across five buy-ins

See page 4 for full data

Phoenix Life 
Pensioner buy-in

Vickers Group Pension 
Scheme (Rolls-Royce)
Full buy-out with  
Legal & General

2015: 17
2014: 18

Market share

Appetite from pension 
schemes remained high 
amidst market volatility.

33%
£3.3bn
Legal & General

Pension Insurance 
Corporation

Phoenix 
Life

Scottish 
Widows

Just

Aviva

25%
£2.5bn
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Buy-ins and buy-outs in the UK: volumes and pricing

Buy-in and buy-out volumes over time 

Pensioner buy-in pricing 

Buy-in and buy-out volumes by insurer (£m)

H1 2016 H2 2016 Total 2016 2016 share Total 2015 2015 share

Legal & General1 641 2,698 3,339 33% 1,977 16%

PIC 897 1,632 2,529 25% 3,811 32%

Scottish Widows2 885 590 1,475 14% 394 3%

Phoenix Life3 n/a 1,181 1,181 12% n/a n/a

JRP Group 164 779 943 9% 1,233 10%

Aviva 71 549 620 6% 984 8%

Canada Life2 35 93 128 1% 32 0%

Rothesay Life4 6 0 6 <1% 2,338 19%

Prudential 0 0 0 0% 1,515 12%

Total 2,699 7,522 10,221 100% 12,284 100%

1 Legal & General’s H1 2016 data excludes the £3bn transfer of annuities from Aegon to L&G in May 2016. 
Their business with US pension plans is excluded.
2 Canada Life and Scottish Widows entered the buy-in and buy-out market in the second half of 2015 so 
have no business in H1 2015. 
3 Phoenix Life completed a buy-in transaction in H2 2016 with its own pension plan but does not offer a 
bulk annuity proposition to the wider market.

4 Rothesay Life’s data excludes annuity transfers with other insurers (£0.1bn from Zurich in 2016; £6.4bn 
from Aegon in April 2016 and £1.3bn from Zurich in 2015).

Source: Insurance company data. Transactions by UK pension plans only. 

Source: LCP analysis of quotation and final transaction pricing. The analysis is based on  
middle-of the-road longevity assumptions for a UK pension plan.  Buy-in pricing depends on a range 
of factors such as transaction size, benefit structure, membership profile and insurer appetite.
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Pensioner buy-in pricing is typically slightly better 
than a gilts valuation meaning a buy-in paid from 
gilts typically improves funding.
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Insights from our experts:  
Cancer Research UK's pensioner buy-in

In February 2017 the Cancer Research UK Pension Scheme completed 
a £250m pensioner buy-in with Canada Life to remove risk in respect 
of the scheme’s current pensioners, around a third of the pension 
obligations. Ken Hardman discusses the transaction.

  How have the trustees and Cancer Research UK been de-risking their scheme prior to              
         this buy-in?

The charity has an on-going programme to reduce pension risk. In 2014 the scheme significantly  
de-risked the investments by reducing equity exposure and increasing the holdings in low risk matching 
assets. In early 2016 they further improved the matching of investments to the scheme’s obligations and, 
over the course of the year, reduced equity exposure following strong market returns. The buy-in is a 
natural next step in this programme.

  How was the transaction funded?

The transaction was primarily funded from the existing gilt holdings. As well as providing protection 
against investment risk and the risk of members living longer than expected, the attractive pricing also 
helped to improve the funding position.

  As a charity, what has been driving the pension de-risking programme?

The charity is keen to maintain close control of its cost base so it can continue to focus its resources on 
its primary aim of researching cancer treatments. This buy-in, alongside the other investment de-risking 
steps, helps to reduce the risk of contributions needing to increase in the future.

  Why is this transaction significant for Canada Life?

At £250m, this marks Canada Life's entry to the mid-sized pensioner buy-in market bringing the total 
number of insurers competing in this space to seven.

Ken Hardman 
Partner

https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/k/ken-hardman/
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Get ahead when targeting  
pension buy-out 

In this webinar, David Stewart, Graham De’ath, 
and Andrew Jacobson take you through how our 
DB pension client moved from a £13.8m buy-out 
deficit to being able to secure their members’ 
pensions in full with a £25m buy-out.  

 Watch it here 

Phased de-risking – how our clients  
are achieving success

In this webinar, Charlie Finch and Gareth Davies look at how 
Aggregate Industries and the ICI Pension Fund have used 
phased de-risking to take down their pension risk over time.  

 Watch it here 

Our latest de-risking content

LCP pensions de-risking  
report

Our annual report on the buy-in, buy-out and 
longevity swap market. 

 Read it here

Watch Clive Wellsteed and Charlie Finch discuss 
the key findings in this on-demand webinar.

 Watch it here

Our viewpoint

In this blog from January 2017, 
Charlotte Quarmby provides three 
New Year’s resolutions to help you 
de-risk your pension scheme.    

 Read it here 

Our viewpoint

In this blog, Yadu Dashora explains 
three red flags that could signal that 
a buy-in is not a good idea for your 
scheme (at least right now).

 Read it here 

Discover our 
latest thinking 
on pensions  
de-risking.

https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/8589/246969
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/8589/242001
https://insight.lcp.uk.com/acton/attachment/20628/f-04d8/1/-/-/-/-/LCP Pensions De-risking report 2016.pdf
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/8589/238033
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-viewpoint/2017/01/new-year-s-resolutions-to-help-you-de-risk-your-pension-scheme/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-viewpoint/2017/03/when-not-to-buy-in/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/c/clive-wellsteed/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/g/graham-death/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/c/charlotte-quarmby/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/y/yadu-dashora/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/g/gareth-davies/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/c/charlie-finch/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/a/andrew-jacobson/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/d/david-stewart/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/c/charlie-finch/
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Contact us
For further information please contact our team.

Clive Wellsteed 
Partner

clive.wellsteed@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 7432 6651

Charlie Finch 
Partner

charlie.finch@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 7432 0625

David Stewart 
Partner

david.stewart@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)1962 872785

Myles Pink 
Partner

myles.pink@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 7432 3067

Michelle Wright 
Partner

michelle.wright@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 7432 3073

Ken Hardman 
Partner

ken.hardman@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 7432 6629

@LCP_Actuaries
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Risk Reduction Adviser
of the Year
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Lane Clark & Peacock LLP  

London, UK  

Tel: +44 (0)20 7439 2266  

enquiries@lcp.uk.com
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Tel: +44 (0)1962 870060 

enquiries@lcp.uk.com
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Lane Clark & Peacock 
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Tel: +31 (0)30 256 76 30  

info@lcpnl.com 

We’ve led on over 
40% of all buy-ins 
and buy-outs over 
£100m in the past 
5 years.

 Want to know why?

Follow us on LinkedIn

https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/c/clive-wellsteed/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/c/charlie-finch/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/d/david-stewart/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/m/myles-pink/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/m/michelle-wright/
https://www.lcp.uk.com/our-experts/k/ken-hardman/
https://twitter.com/LCP_Actuaries
https://insight.lcp.uk.com/acton/attachment/20628/f-04a1/1/-/-/-/-/Our Credentials.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lane-clark-&-peacock-llp

